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BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
The Academy of Ballet (the “Academy”) was established in 1953 by Edward Sassoon and has operated
continuously and at the same location since then. The Academy of Ballet is a ballet school offering training
for children, adults, students preparing for a professional career and others who are studying ballet for its
many benefits. Sassoon was a businessman and the father of the Ballerina Janet Sassoon, for whom he
established the school. When Janet retired from her dancing career, she returned to San Francisco and
directed the Academy of Ballet until 1989 when the business was purchased by Richard Gibson and Ezra
(Zory) Karah.
Since its inception in 1953, the Academy has operated under the direction of several prominent figures in the
world of dance. The first directors were Guillermo Del Oro and Carolyn Parks, both highly esteemed classical
ballet instructors. In 1958, Alan Howard, a principal dancer of the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, became the
director. Upon his retirement, Janet Sassoon, a famous ballerina and the daughter of original business owner
Edward Sassoon, assumed the direction until 1989 when Richard Gibson and Zory Karah, dancers and ballet
masters of world renown, became the business owners and directors of the Academy of Ballet. Zory became
the sole owner of the Academy of Ballet in 2013.
The business is located on the south side of Market Street between Church and 15th streets in the Castro
neighborhood.
CRITERION 1: Has the applicant operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years?
Yes, Academy of Ballet has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San Francisco
operations exceeding two years:
2121 Market Street from 1953 to Present (66 years)
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CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community?
Yes, Academy of Ballet has contributed to the history and identity of the Castro neighborhood and San
Francisco.
The Historic Preservation Commission recommended the applicant as qualifying, noting the following ways
the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a particular neighborhood or
community:
•

The business is associated with the art of ballet.

•

The property has a Planning Department Historic Resource status codes of “A” (Historic Resource
Present) due to its listing in Article 10 of the Planning Code as a local landmark. 2117-2123 Market Street
(aka New Era Hall) is local landmark number 277. The building conveys its significant architectural
qualities as the work of a master architect, August Nordin, while employing innovative structural
techniques. The building is also significant for its association with the rebuilding of San Francisco after
the disaster of 1906, the establishment of Upper market Street as a commercial corridor, and for its
association with the Visalia Stack Saddle Company.

•

The opening of the Academy of Ballet in 1953 was featured in Dance Magazine. The magazine Dance
World included an article featuring Richard Gibson and the Academy of Ballet in its 1996 issue. Zory
Karah and the Academy of Ballet adult division were featured in Dance Teacher Now in its February
2011 issue. Scenes from the 1981 movie “She Dances Alone” were filmed at the Academy of Ballet. The
movie was drama documentary about Kyra Nijinsky, the daughter of the legendary Russian dancer
Vaslav Nijinsky. The Academy of Ballet was featured in Armistead Maupin’s “Tales of The City” and more
recently in the New York Time’s best seller “The Immortalists” by Chloe Benjamin, herself a former
student at the Academy. The Academy of Ballet has received resolutions from both the State of California
and City and County of San Francisco honoring Richard Gibson and Zory Karah for their contribution to
the arts.

CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define
the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms?
Yes, Academy of Ballet is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that define the
business.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION
The Historic Preservation Commission recommends that Academy of Ballet qualifies for the Legacy Business
Registry under Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2) and recommends safeguarding of the below listed
physical features and traditions.
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business:
• Ballet training for all ages and skill levels.
• A professional program.
• The high ceilings, many windows, and exposed trusses that define the interior.
• Original paintings made for the Academy.
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CORE PHYSICAL FEATURE OR TRADITION THAT DEFINES THE BUSINESS
Following is the core physical feature or tradition that defines the business that would be required for
maintenance of the business on the Legacy Business Registry.
• Ballet school.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the San Francisco Small Business Commission include Academy of Ballet currently
located at 2121 Market Street in the Legacy Business Registry as a Legacy Business under Administrative
Code Section 2A.242.

Richard Kurylo, Program Manager
Legacy Business Program
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ADOPTING FINDINGS APPROVING THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY APPLICATION FOR
ACADEMY OF BALLET, CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 2121 MARKET STREET.
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business maintains
a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding, communityserving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing educational and
promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years; or
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for more than 20 years but less than 30
years, has had no break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years, has significantly contributed to
the history or identity of a particular neighborhood or community and, if not included in the Registry, faces a
significant risk of displacement; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the neighborhood's history and identity; and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that define
the business; and
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on November 12, 2019, the San Francisco Small Business
Commission reviewed documents and correspondence, and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry application; therefore
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BE IT RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission hereby includes Academy of Ballet in the Legacy
Business Registry as a Legacy Business under Administrative Code Section 2A.242.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission recommends safeguarding the below
listed physical features and traditions at Academy of Ballet:
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business:
• Ballet training for all ages and skill levels.
• A professional program.
• The high ceilings, many windows, and exposed trusses that define the interior.
• Original paintings made for the Academy.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission requires maintenance of the below listed
core physical feature or tradition to maintain Academy of Ballet on the Legacy Business Registry:
• Ballet school.
______________________________________________________________________________________

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Small Business Commission on
November 12, 2019.

_________________________
Regina Dick-Endrizzi
Director

RESOLUTION NO. _________________________
Ayes –
Nays –
Abstained –
Absent –
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Sheet
LBR-2019-20-010
Academy of Ballet
2121 Market Street
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Zory Karah, Director
September 18, 2019
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman

CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no
break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years?
X
Yes

No

2121 Market Street from 1953 to Present (66 years)
CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community?
X
Yes
No
CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that
define the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms?
X
Yes
No
NOTES: N/A
DELIVERY DATE TO HPC: October 9, 2019

Richard Kurylo
Program Manager, Legacy Business Program
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Legacy Business Registry

Application

Section One:
Business / Applicant Information.

Provide the following information:

•

The name, mailing address, and other contact information of the business;

•

The name of the person who owns the business. For businesses with multiple owners, identify the person(s)
with the highest ownership stake in the business;

•

The name, title, and contact information of the applicant;

•

The business’s San Francisco Business Account Number and entity number with the Secretary of State, if
applicable.

NAME OF BUSINESS:

Academy of Ballet
BUSINESS OWNER(S) (identify the person(s) with the highest ownership stake in the business)

Ezra Karah

CURRENT BUSINESS ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

2121 Market Street!
San Francisco Ca 94114

(4155521166
)
EMAIL:

info@sfacademyofballet.com
WEBSITE:

FACEBOOK PAGE:

YELP PAGE

sfacademyofballet.com

https://www.facebook.com/Academy-Of-Ballet-142713019090719/?pnr
https://www.yelp.com/biz/academy-of-ball

APPLICANT’S NAME

Zory Karah

✔

Same as Business

APPLICANT’S TITLE

Director
APPLICANT’S ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

2121 Market St.!
San Francisco CA 94114

(415 552-1166
)
EMAIL:

info@sfacademyofballet.com
SAN FRANCISCO BUSINESS ACCOUNT NUMBER:

SECRETARY OF STATE ENTITY NUMBER (if applicable):

485033
OFFICIAL USE: Completed by OSB Staff
NAME OF NOMINATOR:

3

DATE OF NOMINATION:

V.5- 6/17/2016

Legacy Business Registry

Application

Section Two:
Business Location(s).
List the business address of the original San Francisco location, the start date of business, and the dates of operation at
the original location. Check the box indicating whether the original location of the business in San Francisco is the
founding location of the business. If the business moved from its original location and has had additional addresses in
San Francisco, identify all other addresses and the dates of operation at each address. For businesses with more than
one location, list the additional locations in section three of the narrative.
ORIGINAL SAN FRANCISCO ADDRESS:

ZIP CODE:

START DATE OF BUSINESS

2121 Market St.

94114

1/1/1953

IS THIS LOCATION THE FOUNDING LOCATION OF THE BUSINESS?

DATES OF OPERATION AT THIS LOCATON

No

Yes

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

1953-2017
ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

V.5- 6/17/2016

Legacy Business Registry

Application

Section Three:
Disclosure Statement.
San Francisco Taxes, Business Registration, Licenses, Labor Laws and Public
Information Release.
This section is verification that all San Francisco taxes, business registration, and licenses are
current and complete, and there are no current violations of San Francisco labor laws. This
information will be verified and a business deemed not current in with all San Francisco taxes,
business registration, and licenses, or has current violations of San Francisco labor laws, will not
be eligible to apply for the Business Assistance Grant.
In addition, we are required to inform you that all information provided in the application will become
subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act.
Please read the following statements and check each to indicate that you agree with the
statement. Then sign below in the space provided.
I am authorized to submit this application on behalf of the business.
I attest that the business is current on all of its San Francisco tax obligations.
I attest that the business’s business registration and any applicable regulatory license(s)
are current.
I attest that the Office of Labor Standards and Enforcement (OLSE) has not determined
that the business is currently in violation of any of the City’s labor laws, and that the
business does not owe any outstanding penalties or payments ordered by the OLSE.
I understand that documents submitted with this application may be made available to the
public for inspection and copying pursuant to the California Public Records Act and San
Francisco Sunshine Ordinance.
I hereby acknowledge and authorize that all photographs and images submitted as part of
the application may be used by the City without compensation.
I understand that the Small Business Commission may revoke the placement of the
business on the Registry if it finds that the business no longer qualifies, and that placement
on the Registry does not entitle the business to a grant of City funds.

Zory Karah
Name (Print):

6/12/2019
Date:

Signature:

V.5- 6/17/2016

ACADEMY OF BALLET
Section 4: Written Historical Narrative
CRITERION 1
a. Provide a short history of the business from the date the business opened in San Francisco
to the present day, including the ownership history. For businesses with multiple locations,
include the history of the original location in San Francisco (including whether it was the
business's founding and or headquartered location) and the opening dates and locations of all
other locations.
The Academy of Ballet (the “Academy”) was established in 1953 by Edward Sassoon. It is
located at 2121 Market Street in the New Era Hall building in the Castro neighborhood. It has
been operating continuously and at the same location through the present, that is 66 years.
The Academy of Ballet is a ballet school offering training for children, adults, students preparing
for a professional career and others who are studying ballet for its many benefits.
Edward Sassoon established the business in 1953 and was the sole owner until he passed away
in 1969. Edward was a businessman and the father of the Ballerina Janet Sassoon. He
established the school for his daughter. When Janet Sassoon retired from her dancing career,
she returned to San Francisco and directed the Academy of Ballet until 1989 when the business
was purchased by Richard Gibson and Ezra (Zory) Karah.
Richard Gibson (a former student at the Academy of Ballet in 1955-1960) is a former member of
the Joffrey Ballet and the San Francisco Ballet. He began his teaching career in 1964 and,
through the many professional dancers he has produced, he has built an international
reputation as one of the most highly respected ballet masters in the United States. His
experience includes the directorship of the Royal Conservatory in The Hague and the position of
Ballet Master, company teacher for Nederlands Dans Theatre. He later became company
teacher for the Joffrey Ballet and principal teacher for the Joffrey Ballet School in New York
City. He held the position of company instructor for the San Francisco Ballet for six years. As a
guest teacher, Mr. Gibson has worked with the Stuttgart Ballet, Dutch National Ballet, Scapino
Ballet, Hungarian National Ballet, Irish National Ballet, Deutsche Opera Berlin, National Ballet of
Canada, Frankfurt Opera Ballet, Aterballetto, Eliot Feld Ballet, North Carolina School of the Arts
and both the Bat Sheva and Bat Dor dance companies of Israel.
Zory Karah received his early training at the school of the Israeli Classical Ballet and the Bat Dor
Studios in his native Israel. He subsequently performed with the Israeli National Ballet. After
leaving Israel, he was invited to the United States by Richard Gibson to further his training. He
also studied with Raymond Franchetti in Paris, Maryon Lane in London, and Rosella Hightower
in Cannes. Since coming to the United States, Mr. Karah has toured the country with Dance
Express and performed as a guest artist with several American companies.
After retiring from the stage, Mr. Karah began teaching for the University of California and
Carmel Hidden Valley Music Seminars. He served as a company teacher for the Smuin Ballet

and taught for School of the Arts in San Francisco. Mr. Karah’s international teaching has
included assignments in Israel, Argentina, Hungary and The Netherlands, as well as coaching
and training in preparation for the Prix de Lausanne in Switzerland. He presently directs the
Academy of Ballet, which he co-founded with Richard Gibson, and its performing company,
Chamberdance.
Since its inception in 1953, the Academy has operated under the direction of several prominent
figures in the world of dance. The first directors were Guillermo Del Oro and Carolyn Parks,
both highly esteemed classical ballet instructors. In 1958, Alan Howard, a principal dancer of
the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, became the director. Upon his retirement, Janet Sassoon, a
famous ballerina and the daughter of original business owner Edward Sassoon, assumed the
direction until 1989 when Richard Gibson and Zory Karah, dancers and ballet masters of world
renown became the business owners and directors of the Academy of Ballet.
Zory Karah became the sole owner of the Academy of Ballet in 2013.
b. Describe any circumstances that required the business to cease operations in San Francisco
for more than six months?
The Academy of Ballet has not ceased operations in its 66 year history
c. Is the business a family-owned business? If so, give the generational history of the
business.
The Academy of Ballet is not a family owned business.
d. Describe the ownership history when the business ownership is not the original owner or a
family-owned business.
The ownership history of the Academy of Ballet is as follows:
1953-1969:
1969-1989
1989-2012:
2013-2019:

Edward Sassoon
Janet Sassoon
Richard Gibson and Zory Karah
Zory Karah

e. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less
than 30 years, the applicant will need to provide documentation of the existence of the
business prior to current ownership to verify it has been in operation for 30+ years. Please
use the list of supplemental documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate the
existence of the business prior to current ownership.
Documentation of the existence of the business verifying it has been in operation for 30+ years
is provided in this Legacy Business Registry application.
f. Note any other special features of the business location, such as, if the property associated
with the business is listed on a local, state, or federal historic resources registry.

The Academy of Ballet is located in New Era Hall, which is a designated San Francisco landmark.
The building has a Planning Department Historic Resource Status of “A” – Historic Resource
Present. The property, located at 2117-2123 Market Street, was owned by the Open Bible
Church. In 2012 the property was purchased by Crossroad Trading Company, CTC RE III, LLC.
Built in 1905, 2117 Market Street is a two-story, wood frame, commercial building designed in
the Craftsman style. The rectangular-plan building, clad in wood flush board and channeled
siding, is capped by a flat roof. The primary façade faces north and is three bays wide. The first
floor features two identical storefronts with recessed entrances; modern metal frame, glazed
doors; plate glass windows; and a divided, wood transom. The main entrance to the upper story
is centered between the storefronts and fitted with double-leaf, glazed, wood doors. The door
has a surround with flared jambs and a shallow hood on projecting members with beveled
ends. The upper story has a single, double-hung, wood-sash window with transom in the
central bay with three similar contiguous windows in the flanking bays. The window surrounds
include a shallow bracketed hoods and bracketed sills. The primary façade terminates in a
projecting cornice with oversize, paired, decorative brackets. The building appears to be in
good condition and contributes to the potential Upper Market Street Commercial Historic
District.
The building description and features can be viewed at

http://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/New%20Era%20Hall.pdf.

CRITERION 2
a. Describe the business's contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood,
community or San Francisco.
Currently, the Academy of Ballet is home to 320 students and offers a full professional program
and a unique eight level adult program on a full curriculum. The Academy hosts several
nonprofit organizations including Chamberdance, which provides free lecture demonstrations
for schools, scholarships for low income students and a rehearsal space for many smaller dance
companies that do not have their own rehearsal spaces.
The Academy of Ballet is an integral part in the character of San Francisco and the
neighborhood. It is one of very few businesses that is still in existence and functioning since
1953. We wish to keep its integrity as a leading center for dance education for generations to
come.
b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the
city, or the business industry?
The Academy of Ballet has been a member of Castro Merchants and the Duboce Triangle
Neighborhood Association for many years, and has participated in many neighborhood events.
c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade
publication, media, or historical documents?

The opening of the Academy of Ballet in 1953 was featured in Dance Magazine, the major
dance publication in the United States. The magazine Dance World included an article featuring
Richard Gibson and the Academy of Ballet in its 1996 issue. Zory Karah and the Academy of
Ballet adult division were featured in Dance Teacher Now in its February 2011 issue.
Scenes from the 1981 movie “She Dances Alone” were filmed at the Academy of Ballet. The
movie was drama documentary about Kyra Nijinsky, the daughter of the legendary Russian
dancer Vaslav Nijinsky.
The Academy of Ballet was featured in Armistead Maupin’s “Tales of The City” and more
recently in the New York Time’s best seller “The Immortalists” by Chloe Benjamin, herself a
former student at the Academy.
The Academy of Ballet has received resolutions from both the State of California and City and
County of San Francisco honoring Richard Gibson and Zory Karah for their contribution to the
arts.
Alumni of the Academy are dancing in major companies around the world.
d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person?
Over the years, the most famous dancers in ballet history trained and rehearsed at the
Academy of Ballet. They include Dame Margot Fontayn, Galina Ulanova, Maya Plesetskaya,
Rudolph Nureyev, Eric Bruhn, Vladimir Vasiliev, Natalia Makarova and Cynthia Gregory, just to
name a few.
e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community?
The Academy of Ballet is home to 320 students and offers a full professional program and a
unique eight level adult program on a full curriculum. The Academy hosts several nonprofit
organizations including Chamberdance, Smuin Ballet, Liss Fain Dance, Sharp and Fine. The
business has hosted free lecture demonstrations for the Harvey Milk and Claire Lilienthal
schools. The Academy and Chamberdance offer numerous scholarships for the underserved
community. As part of Castro Merchants and the Duboce Triangle Neighborhood Association,
the Academy of Ballet has attended many neighborhood meetings. Zory Karah has been
involved with the San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission and attended their meetings.
f. Provide a description of the community the business serves.
The Academy of Ballet serves the population of San Francisco and the entire Bay Area. Students
originate from the United States, Spain, Japan, Korea and Israel, among others. Students range
in age from 4 to 90. Children are accepted into Pre-Ballet from age 4 to 7. Emphasis in these
classes is on musicality, creativity, coordination and building a love of dance. Children may
begin their formal ballet training at age 7. In these classes, emphasis is placed on posture,
correct body alignment, strengthening of feet, legs, stomach and back. For those aspiring to a
professional career, a full curriculum is provided. The Academy of Ballet also offers a

comprehensive adult program designed to meet the special needs of the adult student. The
emphasis here is on toning, strengthening, stretching, and increasing flexibility using classical
ballet to achieve these goals.
g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant
building/structure/site/object/interior?
The architecture and the building housing the Academy of Ballet provides the Academy with a
historic, artistic atmosphere and a pillars-free, light-filled space that cannot be duplicated in a
modern settings. Original paintings made for the Academy in 1990 adorn the entrance.
h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut
down, etc.?
If the Academy of Ballet were to close, the community of San Francisco would lose one of its
most important training facilities which serves 320 professional and amateur students. Eight
employees would lose their jobs, including some who have worked for the Academy for more
than 30 years. With the loss of the Academy, yet another historical institution would disappear
from the Upper Market/Castro neighborhood. The public school system would also lose the
free lecture demonstrations the Academy of Ballet offers yearly. A host of artistic ventures
would also lose their rehearsal spaces.

CRITERION 3
a. Describe the business and the essential features that define its character.
Ballet is an art – an expression of grace and movement. The Academy of Ballet offers training
both for the student preparing for a professional career and those who are studying ballet for
its many other benefits. All classes are carefully graded both for age and technical level and
each student is given the individual attention so necessary for his or her progress.
Children are accepted into Pre-Ballet from age 4 to 6. Emphasis in these classes is on musicality,
creativity, coordination and building a love of dance, preparing the child well for the time when
he or she is physically and mentally at the age to begin formal training.
Children may begin their ballet training at the age of 7 years. In these classes, emphasis is
placed on posture, correct body alignment, strengthening of feet, legs, stomach and back.
For those aspiring to a professional career, a full curriculum is provided. Included is a technique
class, pointe, classical variations, pas de deux and special men’s classes. The professional
program also includes rehearsals and coaching for performances with Chamberdance.
Chamberdance is a nonprofit performing company created to give selected students
performing experience in professionally produced seasons throughout the year. Students
trained by Acacdemy faculty have gone on to careers with: New York City Ballet, American
Ballet Theater, Joffrey Ballet, San Francisco Ballet, Dutch National Ballet, Nederlands Dance

Theater, Paul Taylor Company, Houston Ballet, Ballet West, Stuttgart Ballet, Royal Danish Ballet,
National Ballet of Canada and others.
The Academy of Ballet offers a comprehensive adult program designed to meet the special
needs of the adult student. The emphasis here is on toning, strengthening, stretching, and
increasing flexibility using classical ballet to achieve these goals. Along with improving one’s
physique, the adult student becomes acquainted with and part of a great art form. The program
is based on a curriculum especially designed for adults—starting at the New Beginning Adult
level that will introduce the student to basic alignment and movement using music and classical
ballet vocabulary extending to the more challenging Intermediate and Advanced levels. Adult
students with prior training may join any of the levels for a trial class to determine the level at
which they feel most comfortable. The adult program is a wonderful opportunity for an artistic
physical and social activity, in a non-threatening supportive environment.
b. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions
that define the business, and which of these traditions should not be changed in order to
retain the businesses historical character? (e.g., business model, goods and services, craft,
culinary, or art forms)
The Academy of Ballet is committed to maintaining its special historical traditional role as
school of ballet, an institution of the arts and a beloved member of the community.
c. How has the business demonstrated a commitment to maintaining the special physical
features that define the business? Describe any special exterior and interior physical
characteristics of the space occupied by the business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural
details, neon signs, etc.).
The Academy of Ballet is a unique space with extremely high ceilings, many windows, and
exposed trusses to support the roof. When one walks into the space, one feels the rich history
of its past. The architecture provides the Academy of Ballet with a historic, artistic, pillars-free,
light-filled space that is rare and cannot be duplicated in a modern setting. Original paintings
made for the Academy in 1990 adorn the entrance.
d. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less
than 30 years; the applicant will need to provide documentation that demonstrates the
current owner has maintained the physical features or traditions that define the business,
including craft, culinary, or art forms. Please use the list of supplemental documents and/or
materials as a guide to help demonstrate the existence of the business prior to current
ownership.
Documentation that demonstrates the business has been a ballet school for 30+ years is
included in this Legacy Business Registry application.
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Page _1_ of _4_ *Resource name(s) or number(assigned by recorder)
2117 Market St.
P1.
Other Identifier:
*P2.
Location:
Not for Publication
Unrestricted
*a. County: San Francisco
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
*b.
USGS 7.5’ Quad:
Date: 1956 (rev. 1973)
San Francisco North, Calif.
*c.
Address:
2117 Market St.
City:
San Francisco
Zip: 94114
d.
UTM: Zone: 10
mE/
mN (G.P.S.)
e.
Other Locational Data: Assessor’s Parcel Number (Map, Block, Lot): 3543-012
*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)
2117 Market Street is located on a rectangular lot on the south side of Market Street, between Church and 15th Streets. Built in
1905, 2117 Market Street is a two-story, wood frame, commercial building designed in the Craftsman style. The rectangular-plan
building, clad in wood flush board and channeled siding, is capped by a flat roof. The primary façade faces north and is three
bays wide. The first floor features two identical storefronts with recessed entrances; modern metal frame, glazed doors; plate
glass windows; and a divided, wood transom. The main entrance to the upper story is centered between the storefronts and
fitted with double-leaf, glazed, wood doors. The door has a surround with flared jambs and a shallow hood on projecting
members with beveled ends. The upper story has a single, double-hung, wood-sash window with transom in the central bay with
three similar contiguous windows in the flanking bays. The window surrounds include a shallow bracketed hoods and bracketed
sills. The primary façade terminates in a projecting cornice with oversize, paired, decorative brackets. The building appears to
be in good condition and contributes to the potential Upper Market Street Commercial Historic District (see DPR 523 D form.)
*P3b. Resource Attributes: (list attributes and codes)
*P4. Resources Present:
Building
Structure

HP6: 1-3 Story Commercial Building; HP13: Social Hall
Object
Site
District
Element of District
Other

P5a. Photo

P5b. Photo: (view and date)
View of north façade
8/10/2006
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Sources:
Historic
1905
SF Assessors Office
*P7. Owner and Address:
Open Bible Church Of SF
2135 Market St
San Francisco CA
*P8. Recorded by:
Page & Turnbull, Inc.
724 Pine Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
*P9. Date Recorded:
8/10/2006
*P10. Survey Type:
Reconnaissance

*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter “none”) None
*Attachments:
None
Location Map
Sketch Map
Continuation Sheet
Building, Structure, and Object Record
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Milling Station Record
Rock Art Record
Artifact Record
Photograph Record
Other (list)
DPR 523A (1/95)
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State of California & The Resources Agency

Primary#

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HRI #

CONTINUATION SHEET

Trinomial

Page
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of

*Recorded by:

4
Page & Turnbull

*Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)
*Date

8/10/2006

2117 Market Street
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Update

Detail of center entrance

DPR 523A (1/95)

*Required information

State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #
HRI#

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD
Page

3

of

*NRHP Status Code 3CB
*Resource Name or # (assigned by recorder)
2117 Market Street

4

B1.
Historic name:
New Era Hall
B2.
Common name:
None
B3.
Original Use:
Commercial, retail; Civic, lodge hall
B4.
Present use
Commercial, retail and school
Craftsman/Classical Revival
*B5. Architectural Style:
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations
Constructed in 1906. Added store front in 1909. Add additional window to front and new entrance leading to main hall in 1929.

*B7.

Moved?

No

Yes

Unknown

Date:

Original Location:

*B8. Related Features: None.
B9a.

Architect:

August Nordin
Reconstruction Civic/ Commercial
*B10. Significance: Theme Development
Period of Significance
Property Type
1906-1953

b. Builder:

C.L. Wold

Area: Market Street Corridor, San Francisco
Applicable Criteria
Commercial
1, 3

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity)

The New Era Hall was constructed in 1906 for owner Edwin Bennett, and was designed by architect August Nordin. Edwin Bennett
immigrated from England in 1886 and was employed as a metal polisher. The building was originally constructed to accommodate
a single retail unit on the first story and a lodge hall on the second story. The second story was built with a set-back third story
level, most likely to accommodate a stage. By 1929, the façade had been reorganized to include a second retail unit and a new,
centered entrance to the upper story. From 1906 to 1936, 2117 Market Street housed the Visalia Stock Saddle Co. in both units on
the first story, and the New Era Hall on the second story. The New Era Hall was listed in the San Francisco City directories as a
public building and hall, most likely used as a meeting place for societies that did not have a building. No fraternal society, social
society, or otherwise was found to be associated with New Era Hall. The construction of the building on Upper Market Street
immediately following the 1906 Earthquake and Fire may have anticipated the need for meeting space for organizations left
homeless by the disaster, or may have been part of the increasing civic and commercial development on Upper Market Street in
the early 20th century. In 1954, the Bennett Family sold the building to the Open Bible Church, located immediately south of the
property at 2135 Market Street. (continued)
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

HP13. Community center/social hall

*B12. References:
Assessor’s Records
Building Permits #1292, #23702, #92499

B13. Remarks: Market & Octavia Survey

*B14. Evaluator:
Karin Sidwell, Elaine Stiles; Page & Turnbull
*Date of Evaluation:
March 2007

(This space reserved for official comments.)
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March 2007

2117 Market Street

Continuation

Update

B10. Significance, continued.
Visalia Stock Saddle Co. changed its name to Al Church’s Western War Riding Habits in 1960, and vacated the property in 1966.
The retail units have since housed commercial interests such as Alert Display Co. (1966); The Wish Center (1971); Valentine and
Leon Photo (1980); and Hibernia International Travel (1980). The two stores on the ground floor remain in retail use. The lodge hall
space was converted to a dance studio in 1953.
The New Era Hall was one of the earliest buildings constructed on this block along Market Street. The block was largely vacant
until after the 1906 Earthquake and Fire. By 1913, the block held several small, wood-frame commercial buildings housing both
commercial and industrial uses. By 1950, the Market Street side of the block was well developed with commercial interests such as
a large used car dealer, multiple-unit retail shops, and the Open Bible Church.
Slim biographical information is available about architect August Nordin. He was born in Stockholm, Sweden in 1869. He opened
his architectural firm in San Francisco in 1899. The firm was located in the Mills Building until Nordin’s death in 1936. He is
attributed with designing 300 structures in San Francisco, mostly residential homes, flats, and apartment houses, but also including
residential hotels and commercial and civic buildings. Nordin designed the nearby Swedish American Hall (1907) at 2168 Market
Street, as well as the Ebenezer Swedish Lutheran Church at the corner of Dolores and 15th streets (1903, destroyed by fire 1993).
The Ebenezer Church gave refuge to the Swedish Society after the 1906 Earthquake and Fire, which destroyed their original
meeting place and all their records and substantial library.
The New Era Hall retains integrity of location, setting, and association with a commercial context, though it is no longer in use as a
lodge hall. The building retains a fair degree of integrity of design, materials, workmanship, and feeling, with alterations limited to
the installation of metal-frame storefront windows and doors on the first story, and replacement glazed wood doors on the primary
entrance. The second-story and the main entrance surround on the first story appear to be unchanged.
2117 Market Street appears individually eligible for the National or California Register, or for local designation. The property is
th
associated with the development of local civic infrastructure in the Upper Market Street area in the early 20 century, providing
meeting space for numerous organizations seeking a venue for meetings and events, as well as commercial space. The building
may also be associated with the rebuilding effort following the 1906 Earthquake and Fire, providing space for displaced
organizations to meet. The building is also significant as a well-preserved example of a combination commercial and civic building
designed in a combination of Classical Revival and Craftsman ornament. Character-defining features of the property include the
flush wood siding on the façade; flared, crossette door surround with lintel on beveled joist ends; heavy supported sills and lintels
on the upper story windows; bracketed, paired, beveled joist ends at the roofline; extended guttae; and deeply projecting cornice.
The status code of 3CB assigned to this property means that it appears eligible for the California Register individually and as a
contributor to a California Register eligible district—the potential Upper Market Street Commercial Historic District (see DPR 523 D
form.)This property was not fully assessed for its potential to yield information important in prehistory or history, per National
Register Criterion D.

*B12. References, continued.
Mayer, Tom. “August Nordin, Architect.” http://www.swedishamericanhall.com/history.html#Anchor-There-49575 (accessed
March 2007)
Sanborn Maps 1899, 1914, 1950
San Francisco City directories 1907, 1908, 1910, 1911, 1915, 1920, 1925, 1933, 1936, 1940, 1953, 1960, 1966, 1971, 1975, 1980
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Night School
What it takes to open your doors to adult students
Mary Ellen Hunt
Feb. 01, 2011 03:53PM EST
"I’m a little nervous," murmurs a woman sitting with her legs carefully folded together in
the lobby of San Francisco’s Academy of Ballet. Another woman next to her smiles with
a sympathetic nod as they peek through the door to watch a group of teenagers soar
through a grand allégro. “Looks hard.”
Though studios often build their core reputation around the training of young preprofessionals, many schools are discovering the benefits of expanding their adult
programs, bringing a love of dance to generations of students who once thought the ballet
bus might have passed them by.
At the Academy, where I teach, what started as a morning stretching class for women
some 23 years ago has since morphed into a lively and bustling program serving some
150 adult students, with class levels that range from absolute beginner to advanced
intermediate.
“When we first offered basic beginning classes, we never realized it would be that
popular,” says Zory Karah, co-director of the school. “We used to start a new beginning
class only once a year, but we had long waiting lists every time, so we began them twice
a year. Now it’s so popular that we start new classes every September, February and
July.”
Some sign up because they did ballet when they were kids. Some always wanted to but
never thought they could. And the demographic mix is wide-ranging. A beginning class I
once taught included a software engineer, a rector of a local church and an OB/GYN—all
successful professionals willing to shed their well-earned outer layers of competence to
start at a humbling square one at the ballet barre.

“They teach me as much as I teach them,” says Dena Moss of the Joffrey Ballet School in
New York and the co-author of a book about adult ballet education titled The Joffrey
Ballet School’s Ballet-Fit. A practicing lawyer herself, Moss points out the enormous
energy and therefore serious motivation that it takes to work all day and then take her
class in the evening.
Like many teachers, Moss started out teaching children, but over the past 20 years she
has gradually developed her own methods of training adult beginning students. The
Joffrey Ballet School in New York, which recently expanded to include a second location
for its studios, has had an adult program in place since the 1960s, says director Chris
D’Addario. He adds that the program has grown 150 percent in the last year as the school
has added weeklong seminars and intensive dance workshops into their curriculum. “We
looked at a lot of other models,” D’Addario explains. “For instance, what does a gym do
to attract clients?”
There are programs throughout the day—morning and early afternoon time slots are
generally given to the children’s program, but adult classes are primarily in the evenings
from 6:30 to 9 pm, when people get off work—a typical schedule for most studios with
adult programs. And the school gets the word out through e-mail lists and social review
websites like Yelp. Ultimately though, says D’Addario, much of the success of the adult
program is teacher-driven. “Just like you have personal trainers whom you love,” he says,
“we find that successful adult classes are personality-driven.”
“A big part of teaching adults is like performing onstage,” says Acia Gray, the director of
Tapestry Dance Company in Austin, Texas, which sees some 300 adult students regularly
taking classes in their academy. “You have to be really on. With kids you can be a little
more academic—they’re used to being professional learners. With the adults there has to
be an element of entertainment.”
A combination of double frappés has caused minor chaos at the barre. Students are
gritting their teeth with concentration, but the coordination of flex and pointe is just
eluding them. “Well, it’s not . . . bad,” I begin slowly, and there are giggles from around
the room as if they were kids. “But I definitely think we can make that one better. Shall
we see how we can improve it?”
Teaching adults, observes Karah, requires a high degree of sensitivity. “This may be the
first time in a long time that they’re being challenged,” he says. “It’s in front of other
people and it’s physical. So you have to make sure that you keep them feeling that it’s
constructive and not personal criticism.”
“Ballet can be extremely infantilizing,” says Moss. “We call everyone boys and girls;
teachers are always telling you what to do. But adults have an intellectual awareness
that’s different from young dancers and you have to keep that in mind.”

Paramount of importance in adult classes is making sure that students are working safely.
“With adults students, every body is different,” says Richard Gibson, who co-directs the
Academy in San Francisco. “An 8- or 9-year-old child is still pliable, but an adult must
not be forced beyond what they have. So a teacher must know what flexibility they have
and what rotation they have. Now, they may not be in that same place in a year, but you
should know where the adult student is, and then strengthen them so they can go beyond.
An adult body can evolve, but each one will be at a different pace.”
At Joffrey, Moss has developed a one-hour introductory class format adapted from her
children’s curriculum. “We start on the floor with pointing and flexing the feet—we
isolate the feet, the hands, the arms, the shoulders, to get them to feel what it’s going to
be like when they stand up,” she explains. “We learn how to pull up without the pressure
of doing it standing. They come to understand what turnout is, they learn how to isolate
the hip, essentially they learn how to work correctly. Then when they stand up, they don’t
look at their feet and say, ‘Oh, I’m not turned out’—they can feel it from the correct
place.”
Strengthening the core and protecting the joints is even more important for adults than for
youngsters, and many teachers prefer longer barres, often paced for a slower warm-up.
“You want an emphasis on strengthening,” says Karah. “So, by the time they start doing
jumps, their stomach is strong and there is less impact on the knees. The adults in our
classes won’t do anything high-impact until perhaps their third year of training.” (He
starts with jumps on two feet and gradually introduces jumps onto one foot or off one
foot. Grand jetés are reserved for the beginning intermediate level.) “That’s longer than
would be the case for kids,” he says, “but we’re trying to create an instrument that is
intelligent, so they know how not to hurt themselves.”
Which is not to say that those beginning years need be boring—quite the opposite, in
fact. “To keep it interesting, I teach some combinations that aren’t going to hurt them or
give them bad habits if they don’t do it perfectly right away,” says Gibson. “I give them
simple waltzes, more like a triplet, and balancés, chassés, steps to get them moving and
thinking about coordination.”
And connecting personally with the students keeps the interest-level high. “Try to get to
each and every one of them individually,” says Moss. “Every student has something they
do well, and everybody has something that needs correction. Learn their names and try to
get the pronunciation right. They feel their names are them and it helps them feel special
and welcome in the class.”
For most studios, the ideal class size will depend on a variety of factors, including the
space available and the level of the class, but most of the directors agree that you don’t
want to have too large a class. “We don’t want it to be an en masse experience,” says

Gray (Tapestry Dance’s average class size is around 20 people). “We want everyone to
feel like they’ve got their own space and one-on-one attention.”
At Tapestry, Gray notes, the price for an adult class runs about $5 less than the price for
children, whose coursework demands more paperwork, more evaluations and an end-ofyear demonstration to administer.
Gray, who has experimented with scheduling classes for moms coordinated to classes for
their young children, says that understanding the needs of your market is key. Gibson, for
instance, notes that the nature of San Francisco is that people are transient, often
changing jobs or moving, meaning that new students may not stay for long. Thus the
Academy’s classes change in size, and starting new adult beginning classes frequently
helps keep the number of students in the program high. D’Addario also tracks seasonal
trends, observing that in warmer weather adult enrollment is lower—“people would
rather be out in the park, or on vacation spending time with their families.”
“The key is that we want to have a safe place for adults to train,” says Gray. “It takes a lot
of guts just to walk into an adult dance class. They’re not coming to just learn the
technique of a dance—this is their ‘me’ time. They don’t want to be pushed to the limit
where it’s not fun.”
My student looks dubious, maybe even slightly panicked, as I take her hand and we break
down a balancé.
“Let’s do this all together,” I say to the rest of the class. The group-sway sweeps up the
single student and suddenly her eyes light up as she realizes that she’s got it.
“It should be a comfort zone—no pressure, low stress,” says Moss warmly. “It’s a
lesson—maybe a hard one—that you don’t have to excel at everything to enjoy it. The
process itself can be enjoyable, and if it’s satisfying to them, I’m perfectly happy.”
Adapting to Adults
Teaching adults requires a slightly more nuanced approach than teaching youngsters.
Richard Gibson offers this advice: “I encourage the child within. I don’t speak down to
them, of course—adults are more intellectually developed—but I find that same
innocence and desire to do things as you would in a child.”
Although you might find yourself using the same imagery and approach, here are some
do’s and don’ts to consider for older students.
* Appeal to the intellectual side of adults by recommending enrichment. Adult students
enjoy getting book recommendations or advice on performances to see.

*Don’t push adult students, especially beginners, to perform steps that are stressful on
joints, such as grand pliés or large jumps. Adult joints do not have the elasticity and
ability to recover of younger bodies.
* Encourage them to release tension through breathing and coordination, especially while
doing an exercise or combination.
* Don’t criticize, but do correct. Adults are much more sensitive to tone than kids and can
tell the difference between criticism and correction.
* Don’t let disparaging remarks among adult students breed nega-tivity in class. Many
teachers agree that they’d rather ask a student to leave than allow them to create an
unfriendly environment in the studio.
* Keep the atmosphere in the class light and encourage a sense of humor in students.
“Make dance a positive, enjoyable thing, not an unattainable goal,” says Gibson. “To
some degree, every person can attain something and they should feel that.”
Former dancer, now teacher, Mary Ellen Hunt writes about dance and the arts for the
San Francisco Chronicle and other publications.
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October 9, 2019
2019-020087LBR
Academy of Ballet
2121 Market Street
Upper Market NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District
40/50-X Height and Bulk District
3543/012
Zory Karah, Director
2121 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
District 8
Shelley Caltagirone - (415) 558-6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
The Academy of Ballet (the “Academy”) was established in 1953 by Edward Sassoon and has operated
continuously and at the same location since then. The Academy of Ballet is a ballet school offering training
for children, adults, students preparing for a professional career and others who are studying ballet for its
many benefits. Sassoon was a businessman and the father of the Ballerina Janet Sassoon, for whom is
established the school. When Janet Sassoon retired from her dancing career, she returned to San Francisco
and directed the Academy of Ballet until 1989 when the business was purchased by Richard Gibson and
Ezra (Zory) Karah.
Since its inception in 1953, the Academy has operated under the direction of several prominent figures in
the world of dance. The first directors were Guillermo Del Oro and Carolyn Parks, both highly esteemed
classical ballet instructors. In 1958, Alan Howard, a principal dancer of the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
became the director. Upon his retirement, Janet Sassoon, a famous ballerina and the daughter of original
business owner Edward Sassoon, assumed the direction until 1989 when Richard Gibson and Zory Karah,
dancers and ballet masters of world renown became the business owners and directors of the Academy of
Ballet. Zory Karah became the sole owner of the Academy of Ballet in 2013.
The business is located on the south side of Market Street between Church and 15th streets in the Castro
neighborhood. It is within the Upper Market NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District
and both 40-X and 50-X Height and Bulk Districts.

STAFF ANALYSIS
Review Criteria
1.

When was business founded?
The business was founded in 1953.
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2.

Multiple Cases
Multiple Locations

Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how?
Yes. Academy of Ballet qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all of
the eligibility Criteria:

3.

i.

Academy of Ballet has operated continuously in San Francisco for 66 years.

ii.

Academy of Ballet has contributed to the history and identity of the Castro
neighborhood and San Francisco.

iii.

Academy of Ballet is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions
that define the organization.

Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition?
Yes. The business is associated with the art of ballet.

4.

Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture?
Yes. 2117-2123 Market Street (aka new Era Hall) is local landmark number 277. The building
conveys its significant architectural qualities as the work of a master architect, August Nordin,
while employing innovative structural techniques. The building is also significant for its
association with the rebuilding of San Francisco after the disaster of 1906, the establishment of
Upper market Street as a commercial corridor, and for its association with the Visalia Stack Saddle
Company.

5.

Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?
Yes. The property has a Planning Department Historic Resource status codes of “A” (Historic
Resource Present) due to its listing in Article 10 of the Planning Code as a local landmark.

6.

Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?
No.

7.

Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.?
Yes. The opening of the Academy of Ballet in 1953 was featured in Dance Magazine. The magazine
Dance World included an article featuring Richard Gibson and the Academy of Ballet in its 1996
issue. Zory Karah and the Academy of Ballet adult division were featured in Dance Teacher Now
in its February 2011 issue. Scenes from the 1981 movie “She Dances Alone” were filmed at the
Academy of Ballet. The movie was drama documentary about Kyra Nijinsky, the daughter of the
legendary Russian dancer Vaslav Nijinsky. The Academy of Ballet was featured in Armistead
Maupin’s “Tales of The City” and more recently in the New York Time’s best seller “The
Immortalists” by Chloe Benjamin, herself a former student at the Academy. The Academy of Ballet
has received resolutions from both the State of California and City and County of San Francisco
honoring Richard Gibson and Zory Karah for their contribution to the arts.
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Multiple Cases
Multiple Locations

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
Location(s) associated with the business:
• 2121 Market Street
Recommended by Applicant
• Ballet training for all ages and skill levels
• A professional program
• The high ceilings, many windows, and exposed trusses that define the interior
• Original paintings made for the Academy
Additional Recommended by Staff
• None
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Historic Preservation Commission
Draft Resolution No. ###
HEARING DATE: NOVEMBER 6, 2019

Filing Date:
Case No.:
Business Name:
Business Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Applicant:

Nominated By:
Located In:
Staff Contact:

October 9, 2019
2019-020087LBR
Academy of Ballet
2121 Market Street
Upper Market NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District
40/50-X Height and Bulk District
3543/012
Zory Karah, Director
2121 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
District 8
Shelley Caltagirone - (415) 558-6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR ACADEMY OF BALLET
CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 2121 MARKET STREET, BLOCK/LOT 3543/012.
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business
maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding,
community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing
educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and
success; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the City’s history and identity; and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the traditions that define the business; and
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on November 6, 2019, the Historic Preservation
Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry nomination.

www.sfplanning.org

Resolution No. ###
November 6, 2019

CASE NO. 2019-020087LBR
2121 Market Street

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that
the Academy of Ballet qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section
2A.242(b)(2) as it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the community.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for the Academy of Ballet.
Location(s):
• 2121 Market Street
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business:
• Ballet training for all ages and skill levels
• A professional program
• The high ceilings, many windows, and exposed trusses that define the interior
• Original paintings made for the Academy
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and
recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the
Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject
property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(a).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its Commission
Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2019-020087LBR to the
Office of Small Business November 6, 2019.
Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ADOPTED:
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